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We consider, for p odd, a p-brane coupled to a (p + l)th-rank background antisymmetric
tensor field and to background Yang—Mills (YM) fields via a Wess—Zumino term. We obtain the
generators of antisymmetric tensor and Yang—Mills gauge transformations acting on p-brane
wave functionals (functions on “p-loop space”). The Yang—Mills generators do not form a closed
algebra by themselves; instead, the algebra of Yang—Mills and antisymmetric tensor generators
is a U(1) extension of the usual algebra of Yang—Mills gauge transformations. We construct the
p-brane’s hamiltonian and thereby find gauge-covariant functional derivatives acting on p-brane
wave functionals that commute with the YM and U(1) generators.
1. Introduction
In many supergravity theories the graviton supermultiplet includes a (p + 1)-
form gauge potential that couples naturally to a p-dimensional extended object,
i.e. a p-brane. Two examples of interest are a string coupled to ten-dimensional
(d = 10) supergravity in the two-form formulation and a fivebrane coupled to
d = 10 supergravity in the six-form formulation. A feature of the two-form formu-
lation is that the two-form potential acquires a non-trivial Yang—Mills (YM)
transformation when YM fields are included [1]. Although there is no analogous
“anomalous” YM variation of the six-form in the six-form formulation of classical
supergravity/YM theory, such a variation is required for anomaly cancellation in
the quantum theory [21. In both formulations, therefore, one finds that the YM
algebra is modified in the sense that a commutator of two YM transformations
yields not only another YM transformation but also an antisymmetric tensor gauge
transformation. One would expect that, upon quantization of the p-brane in the
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YM and antisymmetric tensor background, this modified algebra should be real-
ized in terms of functional differential operators acting on the p-brane wave
functional. This is a function on p-loop space, i.e. the space of maps of the
p-brane to space-time. Since the antisymmetric tensor transformation of the
(p + 1)-form on space-time is equivalent to a U(1) transformation of an associated
one-form on p-loop space [31,one expects the modified algebra to be a U(1)
extension of the algebra of YM gauge transformations.
To investigate this point one first needs an action for the p-brane coupled to
these background fields. For p odd, which includes the p = 1 and p = 5 cases
under discussion, such an action has been proposed for the bosonic p-brane [4].
This action describes a p brane propagating in a curved background locally
diffeomorphic to M x G, where M is spacetime and G is a group manifold, and
includes a Wess—Zumino (WZ) term. (The coupling to target space-time gauge
fields considered here is analogous to, but should not be directly confused with,
the gauging of Wess—Zumino terms via world-volume gauge fields as considered in
ref. [51.)For p = 1 this action reduces to the bosonic sector of an action for the
heterotic string appearing in earlier work [6]. More recently, a set of YM genera-
tors acting on string wave functionals was deduced from this action and shown to
satisfy an affine Kaè—Moody algebra [7]. The central charge appearing in this
algebra can be interpreted as the eigenvalue of the U(1) generator associated with
the antisymmetric tensor gauge transformation [8]. One purpose of this paper is to
obtain the analogous results for all odd p (partial results have appeared [9] during
the course of writing this paper). Our method is also novel; from a path integral
representation of the p-brane wavefunctional II’, together with a careful treatment
of boundary terms, we find that ‘-I’ satisfies the conditions
G~1P=0, GA~I’=O, (1.1)
with specific operators GE and GA. These operators are not purely Operators on
p-loop space because they also contain functional derivatives with respect to the
background gauge fields; consequently, eq. (1.1) do not constrain i~ for given fixed
background fields but simply determine the response of the wave functional to a
gauge transformation (if the background fields were treated as dynamical variables,
eq. (1.1) could be interpreted as continuity equations). The consistency of these
equations follows from the fact that the operators G~and GA form a closed
algebra, for which the only non-zero commutator is
[GE, G2] = G~12]~ GA, (1.2)
where
e~,e2) (1.3)
is a p-form two-cocycle of the algebra of YM gauge transformations and k~is a
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normalisation constant. For p = 1, 3, 5, which are the principal cases of interest
(see sect. 3 for details of the notation),
i, = —2 tr ~i dc2
E1, e2) = —tr{dc1, d2}A
~, e~)= ~gtr(5F — 3A
2) [2A(dei, d
2} — d1A de2 + de2A d1]. (1.4)
A special feature of the string is that in this case the cocycle (1.3) is background-field
independent, so the algebra defined by (1.2) is a Lie algebra. For p> 1 the
structure “constants” of the algebra are background-field dependent.
Note that these results are similar to those found from the analysis of chiral
anomalies in the hamiltonian formalism of (p + 1)-dimensional gauge theories
[10,11], but there are several differences. One is that here the gauge fields are not
dynamical so the anomalies in question are of “sigma-model” type. A more
significant, but related, difference is the presence of the (p + 1)th rank antisym-
metric tensor and its “anomalous” YM transformation (without which there would
be no background gauge invariance of the string action; cf. the sigma-model
anomaly cancellation in the fermionic formulation of the heterotic string [121).
With the antisymmetric tensor field, the algebra is anomaly-free, despite the
central extension, in the sense that eqs. (1.1) do not imply a vanishing wave
functional.
Since our p-brane action is world-volume reparametrization invariant, its canon-
ical hamiltonian is a sum of constraints (cf. General Relativity). The “hamiltonian”
constraint function associated with time reparametrizations is a quadratic function
of the momenta conjugate to the world-volume fields x~and ym (these being
maps from the world-volume to M and G, respectively). The invariance of the
hamiltonian under background field transformations is a consequence of the
invariance of particular linear combinations of the momenta that become, upon
quantization, functional YM and U(1) “covariant” derivatives acting on p-brane
wave functions. There are two covariant derivatives, ~ and ~ Lam~m, corre-
sponding to covariant differentiation with respect to x~or to ym, respectively
(La
tm are the components of the left-invariant Killing vectors on G). The first of
these was introduced for the string in ref. [7], where it was used to derive
dynamical equations for the background fields via the principle of light-like
integrability. Existence arguments for in the general case have also been given
[13].From the point of view of this paper the covariant derivatives are functional
differential operators on p-loop space satisfying
~ GA] = 0, ~ G~]= 0,
[~a,Gn]0, [.~a,GE]=E~fdab~d. (1.5)
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Another result of this paper is the construction of these covariant derivatives for
all odd p via the construction of the hamiltonian for a p-brane in a YM and
antisymmetric tensor background.
In sect. 2 we shall begin our presentation with an explanation of the method
used. For this purpose we shall consider in detail the special cases of the string
(recovering previous results) and the three-brane (since this is the simplest illustra-
tion of the new features that occur beyond p = 1). We then proceed, in sect. 3, to a
discussion of the general case and in sect. 4 we construct the p-brane hamiltonian
and find the covariant derivatives.
2. Strings and three-branes
We begin with the p = 1 case, i.e. a closed string moving on M x G. We first
introduce some notation. Let x~and ym be local coordinates on M and G,
respectively, and let A~(x)=.4~Ta and B~(x) be background YM and tensor
gauge fields on M. Let us denote by La = Lam(Y)3m the left-invariant vector fields
on G; they satisfy [La, Lb] = L cfCab where fCab are the structure constants of G.
We shall also need a background riemannian metric g,~on M and an invariant
riemannian metric grn~= LmaLn/)dab on G, where dab = tr(TaTb) is a multiple of
the Cartan—Killing inner product on the Lie algebra of G. We also introduce a
potential ~ on G chosen to satisfy the relation 33[~bflP] fabCLm~~n~pC,where
fahc = dad f”hc and it is to be understood in what follows that all lowering and
raising of the group indices will be done with dab and its inverse.
Introducing local world-sheet coordinates ~ = (T, cr) and an (independent)
world-sheet metric y~
1(~)(with inverse y
1’), we can now write the string action as
S = fd2~[_ ~ y~~(a.x~ax~g+ (Djy)m(Djy)ng~~)
— kIL~AJ~— ~k
1b11)}, (2.1)
where B~, b13, L~ and A~ are the puilbacks to the world-sheet of B~, bmn, L~
and A~, respectively, y = det y11, and (D1y)m a~y
tm— a
1x~A~L~is a YM-co-
variant derivative. The coefficient k1 is a normalisation constant; in order that
exp(— -~ik1fe’~b~1)be well defined in the quantum theory, the coefficient k1 is
restricted to be an integer multiple of some numerical factor, whose precise value
will not concern us here. The last two terms in (2.1) are not YM invariant by
themselves, but their variation can be cancelled, up to a total derivative, by an
anomalous variation of B~. Specifically, under YM and antisymmetric tensor
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gauge transformations the fields transform as
= 0,
~ym =a(X)Larn(y),
= aea +fabCA~EC = (D~E)a,
= —2klAr~aE]Ea+ 2ö[~A~]. (2.2)
The variation of the action (2.1) under these transformations is
= fd2~Ehiai[kleaajymLmb(dab — bab) + ~x~A~]
=JdT 3y~dff[kIaB~ymLmb(dab — bab) + a~x~A~J, (2.3)
where the second line follows from the fact that a closed string has no boundary.
We remark that the inclusion of the WZ term in the action, with the consequent
complications, is not obligatory from a world-sheet point of view, but it is required
for the background gauge field transformations needed for invariance of the action
to coincide with those known from the D-dimensional supergravity/YM theory, at
least for the particular cases (D = 10, p = 1, 5) of most interest to us here.
Our aim now is to determine the transformation properties of the string wave
functional. Let us suppose the world-sheet to be a two-manifold with an S1
boundary component representing a closed string at a given time, and consider the
string wave functional
y; A, B] = fx~Y[dxI [dY] ~ (2.4)
where the arguments (x~(o-),ym(
0.)) are the boundary values of the integration
variables (X~(r,o-), Y
m(o-, o-)). In the spirit of the “no boundary” proposal [14] of
quantum cosmology, we can avoid having to deal with boundary conditions at an
earlier time by supposing that there is no such boundary. The consistency of this
viewpoint requires that iS be replaced by minus the euclidean action, obtained by
analytic continuation of the world-sheet metric from lorentzian to euclidean
signature, but the relevant terms in the action are metric-independent and there-
fore unaffected by the difference of signature. Now, assuming an invariant path-in-
tegral measure and keeping only first-order variations,
y + ~y; A + ~A, B + 6B] = f’~~[dx] [dY] e~[X,YA~~j
= fx~Y[dx] [dY] eYY±6A,~~]
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= [dY] et~~
= (1 +i~S)~P[x, y; A, B], (2.5)
where the last line follows from the assumption that ~S is a surface term and
therefore independent of the integration variables. The assumption of the invari-
ance of the measure is justified for the bosonic string considered here. If we were
dealing with the formulation in which the YM fields couple to the world-sheet via
heterotic fermions then the surface term would presumably arise not from the
variation of the classical action but from the non-invariance of the measure;
however, the final result would be the same. Expanding the left-hand side of (2.5)
to first order in variations we deduce that ~I’satisfies the functional differential
equation { fdDx~[~A~(x~)6A~(x’) + 6B~(x’)
+~d~6Ym(u)3 ~ —i~S(x,~)}~[x~ y; A, B] =0, (2.6)
where D is the dimension of M. The functional derivatives here, and henceforth,
are defined to be densities; for example, ~ where
the delta function is a density. Substituting the particular variations of (2.2) into
(2.6) and taking into account the independence of e’~and A, we find that
G~1P(x,y; A, B) =0, GA’I’(x, y; A, B) =0, (2.7)
where
= fdDxt{(D~(xP)Y — 2ki(apE(X’))aA~(X’) 8B~(x’) }
+ #da(X(,))Da(U), (2.8a)
GA = JdDx~23~A~(x’)~B~(x’) — i du d~x~(x)A~(x(u)), (2.8b)
with Da(~)given by
Da(U)=La
m m _iklö~ymLmb(dab_bab). (2.9)
6y (a•)
Eqs. (2.7) state that the wave functional (2.4) is invariant under the transforma-
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tions (2.2) up to a phase. Although this result was found for a particular wave
functional, its general validity is clearly required for physical quantities to be gauge
independent.
The computation of the algebra of the generators of eq. (2.8) is greatly
simplified by the fact that the operators Da(O~)are background-field independent.
As shown in ref. [7],these operators generate an affine Kaè—Moody algebra with a
central extension. Using this result, we find that all commutators of the complete
generators vanish except for (1.2) with ~ 2] ~fabE~7E~T and A~= kl~8.F~la.
Before proceeding to the general odd-p case, we shall discuss the closed
three-brane as this provides the simplest illustration of the complications that arise
beyond p = 1. The action of ref. [4] describing the coupling of a three-brane to YM
fields exists only for those groups for which there is a third-order symmetric
invariant tensor dabC (which satisfies the identity fd(db )d = 0); a simple example
would be SU(3). Introducing world-volume coordinates ~ = (‘r;
0.r, r = 1, 2, 3), we
can write the action as
S = fd~{_ ~~yiJ[a.x~.xEg + d~~(Djy)a(Djy)b~+
— _EiJk/ ~ J~MA~— L~CLJdA~A~— LfLJdLkeA~)+ 4L~aaA~A~J
+ ~EhJkt(Bjjkl — k3b~Jkl)}~ (2.10)
where k3 is a normalisation constant, and B~Jkland btfkt are the pull-backs of
~ and bmnpq, respectively, the latter being chosen to satisfy
53[mbnpqr] = — ~dst[mfSnpftqr]. (2.11)




3dabC(A[Pd VAbP + 3fadEA r,~AEVAb)d cc + ~ (2.12)
The variation of the action under these transformations is
= fd4~~~k13 { — ~k31~[Lf~LkCL/i(babcd+ ~deabfeCd) + 3dabCt9l(LjbA~)]
+JX~kX~/X”A~P}. (2.13)
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Since the three-brane has no boundary, this surface term can be written as
65 = fdr 0~#dUE~t{_~k3Ea[L,LscLtd(babCd + ~deabfCcd) + 3dabc3t(Lr~’A~)1
+ ~3EX~3SX”3~XPA~VP}. (2.14)
This result leads, by the same reasoning as before, to the generators
G~= fdDx1{(D~(x1)Y6A~(x’) — l2k3dabC(AaavAb + lfaAdAeAb)
6
x (a~Ec(x~)) 6B (x’~1 + d3~Ea(x(~))D(ff) (2.15a)p.EpU\ /
GA = fdDxf 40~A~~~(x’)6B 6 (x’) — i~d~fferstax~axEaxPA(x(u))
~LEpT
(2.15b)
where u = {ffr) and
Da(~) = Latm 6ym(u) + ~CTSt[LrbLsCLtd(babcd + ~deabfeCd) + 3dabCat(LrbAc)].
(2.16)
Observe that, in contradistinction to the string case, the operators Da(O~)depend
on the background fields so that their algebra differs from the algebra of the
complete generators, and therefore has no obvious significance. However, the
background-field dependence of Da(0) is such that the algebra of the complete
generators, Gf and GA, is the same as (1.2) with [c
1, c2] ~fabCE~E~Ta and ~ =
k3dabc8[p~i~ävE~A~].For a related discussion of the algebra of gauge transforma-
tions in the context of field-theoretic gauged Wess—Zumino terms, see ref. [11].
3. The general odd-p case
We now turn to the case of a closed p-brane propagating in M X G for p odd
but otherwise arbitrary. The background fields on M are the metric g~(x),the
antisymmetric tensor field B~L~(x),and the YM field ~ =A~(X)Tavalued in
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some representation of the Lie algebra of G. The background fields on G are now
the left-invariant metric grnn(y) and the potential b~1~[y) satisfying
a[mibm2...m1,+2] = —c~(p + 1)! tr L[m ... L~~+2]~ (3.1)
where Lm =L,~,j’~Ta,and c~ is the constant cp =(—1)~’°~~
2((p+ 3)/2)F((p +
3)/2)2/F(p + 3).
We may now write the action (for unit p-volume tension) as [4]
S = fdP~{_ ~ ~ + D~ymD
1yng~~)+ ~ 1)
+ (p ±1)! ...‘P+’[B ~ + k~C~ — k~b1 (3.2)
where k is a normalisation constant, B and b are the pulibacks to
p
tI•~~1p*1
the world-volume of the corresponding antisymmetric tensors on M and G, and
C,
1 are the components of the pullback of a (p + 1)-form C,,~1on M X G
that is constructed as follows. Let A, = tA + (1 — t)L and F~= dA~+A~,where
A = dx





1(A,F, L) = f’l~~±2(A,,~), (3.4)
where
0~p±2is the Chern—Simons form defined by the relation
dw~~
2= tr ~ (3.5)
The cases of most interest are p = 1, 3, 5, for which
w~(A,F) = tr(FA —
w~(A,F) = tr(F
2A — ~FA3 +
w~(A,F) = tr(F3A — ~F2A3 — ~FAFA2 + ~FA5 — ~gA7), (3.6)
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and substituting these expressions into (3.4) we find that
C2 = tr(AL),
C4 = ~tr[2(FA +AF —A
3)L +ALAL — 2AL3],
C
6 = ~tr[(i0F~A + 1OFAF + lOAF
2 — 8FA3 — 8A3F — 4AFA2 - 4A2FA + 6A5)L
+2F(A2L2 —L2A2 + 3ALAL — 3LALA) — 6A3LAL
+ 3F(LAL2 — L2AL + 2L3A - 2AL3) + 6A3L3
— 3L2A2LA + 3A2L2AL + 2ALALAL + 6L3ALA + 6AL5J. (3.7)
The three-brane action of (2.10) agrees with (3.2) if the identification dabc =
tr(Ta{Tb, T~})is made. The YM gauge variation of the Chern—Simons forms defines
the (p + 1)-form w~+
1.
6~w~~2(A,F) = dw~~1(A,F, e). (3.8)
As explained in ref. [15], w~1can be written in the form
~ F, c) = tr de 4~(A,F) (3.9)
where the p-form ~ = ~ is a Lie algebra-valued polynomial in A and F, given,




4.~5=_~[(F~A+FAF+AF2) — ~(A3F+FA3) — ~(A2FA +AFA2) +
(3.10)
The components of the form ~ + 1 appear in the YM transformation of the




1~1(A,F, ) + (~+ 1)3[~A~~1]. (3.11)
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The variation of C~+ is determined as follows. Note first that I, commutes with
6~since A — L and F both transform homogeneously. Then, from the definition




Now apply the homotopy formula [15]
d
dt~dt_j~~~=ltd_dlt; (3.13)
this leads to the formula
6~C~+1=w~+1(A,F E) —w~~1(L,c) +df
11,trdc ~ F,) (3.14)
where w~÷
1(L,e) = w~~1(L,0, ), and we have rewritten the last term using (3.9).




1=k~(w~~,+1(A,F, c) —w~~1(L,c) + d(tr[c dx~_1])). (3.16)
The variation of the last term in (3.2) is given by
— ...IP±la.{caLrnla. ytm2 . . . ~ .mp+i}
(p+2)k
— (~+ i( eh1lp+1caL~a.ytml . . .äiytmP+Iô[nbmm]. (3.17)The first term here is a surface term; using (3.1), the second term is seen to be
equal to
k~c~(p+ 2) tr cL~0~= k~tr cd4~(L)= k~(w~,÷1(L,~)— d(tr c~~(L))),
(3.18)
where we have used the fact that 4~(L) 4.J~,(L,0) = c~(p+ 2)L’~and then (3.9).
One can now easily prove the invariance of the action up to a surface term. The
terms in the first line of (3.2) are manifestly invariant. The variation of B cancels
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the first term on the r.h.s. of (3.16). The first term on the r.h.s. of (3.18) cancels the
second term on the r.h.s. of (3.16).
All that remains are the first term in (3.17), the third term on the r.h.s. of (3.16)
and the second term on the r.h.s. of (3.18). Also taking into account the surface
terms coming from the tensor gauge transformations, we find
6S=fdr 3dPu~nIrP{A,,. rp
— k~~a[Latmbmr ...r~+ d~~(~pb(L))ri ...r~~Pdab3[ri(X~_l )r2...rp]1 }, (3.19)
where we have decomposed the i-index into a time and a space part according to
= (0, r
1,..., rn). In this formula, appropriate pull-backs with drX~and d~y
tm are
understood. (For comparison with the string and three-brane formulae of sect. 3
we note here that x~= 0, x~= — ~da
6~AbLc; also note ~ = d~~bCdLbAC[Fd
— 1]6fdfg(3AfA~+ 3L~L~’— 2LfA~)],where dabcd = tr(T(aTbTcTd))).
Following the reasoning of the string and three-brane examples we deduce from
(3.19) that the generators acting on the p-brane wave functional are given by
G~= fdDx~{(D~ca(x~))5A~(x’)
— (p + ~ F) 6B 6 (x’) }
+ #d’~o‘
2Da(0), (3.20a)
GA = fdDx~{(P+ 1)a~A~~(x’) 6B~
1~(x’) }
— d~ CCIrp3 ~I örX~Pn~~ (3.20b)
where Da(tT) is given by
Da(~) = Lam{ 6ym~) + jk~ri ...rP{b ...r~+ Lmb[(~(L))ri...rp
(3.21)
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We refer to ref. [16] for a computation of the algebra of these generators, which
is that given in (1.2). We note here that once it is known that they form a closed
algebra, (1.2) follows from the transformations (3.11) because G~and GA repro-
duce these transformations when acting on the individual fields.
4. Covariant derivatives in p-loop space
The coupling to the antisymmetric tensor B,~and the WZ term in the action
(3.2) are linear in time derivatives and can therefore be expressed as
fdT#d’~r[i~B,, _k~)~mb~], (4.1)
where the overdot indicates differentiation with respect to T. Using the chain rule
for C(A, F, L) we have that
1 ac ac
= __i~rnIrParix~I...arpxvPB,~i ~ +kpF~,arx~~-,
1 ac
bm = . .r~ y~Zi. . . ar~y‘~“b~~1. n,, — Lma ~ (4.2)
Introducing the momenta p,~(r,r) and Pm(T, o), conjugate to the world-volume
fields x’~and ym respectively, and the Lagrange multipliers l(r, o) and Sr(T ~)
for, respectively, the time and space parametrization constraints, we can rewrite
the action (3.2) in the equivalent “first-order” form
S = fdr~d’o [~p~ ~Y
mP~ —10— srzj (4.3)
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The (classical) equivalence of (4.3) to (3.2) can be proved by eliminating all
auxiliary variables from both actions.
Observe that the action (4.3) can be rewritten as
~
+fdTjdPo- [~B~ — kp~tmbm]. (4.6)
The second integral is just (4.1) which was shown in sect. 3 to be invariant, up to a
surface term, under the gauge transformations (3.11). The first integral is invariant
if these transformations are supplemented by transformations of p,~and Pm
chosen such that the functions and ~a are covariant, i.e. such that
= 0, 6~ = _.9~cfCabE/~. (4.7)
The corresponding statement in the quantum theory, obtained by the replacements
6 6
~ ~(°~ = Pm(~~T)~P~m(0) = t6ym(r) (4.8)
is that the operators I~3~ i/I~and ~ L~a obey (1.5).
Of chief importance is the derivative ~. Using (4.2) and (4.5) we find that
6 i ac
= 6x’~(o) — __~~EtIrparixdI . . . 3r~”~cv — ikpF,parx’~-~--
+A~Larn[
6rn() + ~En1rparyf1...arynpbmn np
_kpLmb(~_i;+~)]. (4.9)
It can be shown [16] that
ac ac
+ ~ =dab(4:’p
6(A, F) —4~(L) +d4_
1), (4.10)
from which it follows that
= 6x~(~)~ +A~Da(~), (4.11)
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where Da(0) is the p-loop space differential operator given previously in (3.21)
and
1 ac
= _~~rP~1rparixd1. . . a~xcPB~1...~+ k~A~4~(A,F)dab + kpFvarx~-~-,
(4.12)
which we identify as the U(1) gauge potential. For p = 1 this reproduces the results
of refs. [7,8].
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